Celebrity
Break-Up:
‘Bachelorette’ Alum Jordan
Kimball is Using Dating App
After Split from ‘BIP’ Love
Jenna Cooper

By Ivana Jarmon
All you need is love. In celebrity news, Jordan Kimball from
Bachelor Nation has signed up for a dating app following his
split from celebrity ex Jenna Cooper. Kimball posted on his
Instagram, saying, “So I’ve made a dating profile on match and
having better discussions so thank you, next. #WeBelieveInLove

#ReadyToFall.” The former Bachelorette contestant got engaged
to Cooper during the season 5 finale of Bachelor in Paradise
earlier this year. Soon after, the celebrity couple split amid
cheating reports about Jenna Cooper. Kimball added on his
Instagram story, “I’m headed into 2019 full steam ahead. I’ve
got a heart full of hope to find my true one on Match,”
UsMagazine.com reports.

After this celebrity break-up, it’s
back to the dating apps Jordan will
go! What are some pluses that come
with using dating apps?
Cupid’s Advice:
Putting yourself in the dating world can be a struggle and
very scary. But recently dating apps have made it easier for
people to find love. Cupid has some pluses that come with
using dating apps:
1. Large dating pool: Online dating gives you the means to
connect with several potential mates that you may never
encounter in your everyday life. Dating websites often have a
compatibility prescreening test to make it easier to find
someone with similar interest, values and goals as you.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Miley Cyrus Confirms Marriage
to Liam Hemsworth
2. Anonymity: Dating websites allow you to be more expressive
when you interact with a potential mate. If things don’t work
out no harm no foul, you don’t have to avoid your favorite
book store to avoid them as you would in real life. An
undesirable suitor can be easily deleted or blocked.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Ben Simmons Leaves Flirty

Comment on Kendall Jenner’s Instagram Pic
3. Find your soul mate: The best part about dating apps is
that you really could find the one your meant to be with.
What are some pluses that come with using a dating app? Share
your thoughts below.

Celebrity
News:
‘The
Bachelor’ Star Tia Booth Has
a New Boyfriend

By Ivana Jarmon
Tia Booth is off the market! In celebrity news, Booth has
found love again after having her heart broken by celebrity ex
Colton Underwood. The former Bachelor in Paradise contestant
shared a photo of herself with Cory Cooper at a football game
in Nashville. A source close to Booth tells EOnline.com, “Tia
has been traveling back and forth to Nashville recently within
the past month to visit him, and they are very happy.” The
source also shares, “Tia really likes Corey, and they are
enjoying getting to know each other right now.”

In celebrity news, Tia Booth is no
longer single and on the market, it
seems. How do you know when to
become an “official” couple with
someone you’ve been dating?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s never crystal clear when exactly you should have “the
talk.” Some couples slide into a committed relationship with
ease and for others, it’s a bit harder. Cupid has some tips on
how to tell if you’re ready to become an “official” couple
with someone you’ve been dating:
1. Meet each other’s friends and family: When you’re really
into someone, you won’t want to hide them. Instead, you will
want to show them off. If your plans usually include
socializing with their friends and co-workers, it’s a great
sign that you’re headed toward an exclusive relationship.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Ups: Kaitlyn Bristowe Reveals
Shawn Booth Forgot Their Anniversary Last Year

2. PDA: If you’re holding hands, kissing, or cuddling in
public in front of family and friends, these signs of
affection will show the world that you’re official.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Halsey Responds to Rumors She’s
Dating John Mayer
3. A key to their home: If you and your partner exchange keys,
that’s letting you know that you have the key to your
partner’s heart. You’re definitely in an official relationship
and trust each other.
What are some ways to tell if you are ready to become an
official couple with someone you’ve been dating? Share your
thoughts below.

Celebrity News: ‘Bachelor in
Paradise’ Alum Jordan Kimball
Denies
Falsifying
Jenna
Cooper Cheating Texts

By Courtney Shapiro
In celebrity news, Bachelor In Paradise alum, Jordan Kimball,
speaks out regarding cheating texts between himself and ex
fiancee, Jenna Cooper. The celebrity couple was engaged on the
season finale of the reality TV show, which aired on September
11, yet Kimball confirmed the split the next day due to
incriminating
texts
posted
on
Reality
Steve’s
blog. UsMagazine.com shared parts of an interview with Kimball
on Entertainment Tonight where he shares, “I absolutely, 100
percent did not fabricate those text messages.” Kimball is
trying to move on from his relationship with Cooper and does
not want to prolong the issue any further.

In celebrity news, BIP drama is
still happening off-set. What are
some ways to know if your partner

is trustworthy?
Cupid’s Advice:
How can you tell if your partner is trustworthy? Cupid has
some advice:
1. They are open with you: If your partner is comfortable
enough to share things about themselves, then you shouldn’t
have to worry. They are able to open up about anything, and
let their guard down with you, so it’s clear you are important
to them.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Gisele Bundchen Opens Up About
When She Learned Tom Brady Was Expecting With His Ex
2. Your partner is consistent: When your partner is able to
tell you things that he has also told other people, and the
details match up, it can help prove that he’s telling you the
truth. If your partner can’t keep up with the things they are
telling you, it may be difficult to fully trust them.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: ‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Star
Jordan Kimball Confirms Split from Jenna Cooper Amid Cheating
Reports
3. Assess how you feel around that person: Your body will
start to decide if your comfortable around certain people. If
you feel anxious or nervous when you’re with your partner,
then maybe it’s a sign that you don’t fully trust them. Take
the signs your body gives you, and really look inward to see
how you feel about your partner.
How are you able to to tell your partner is trustworthy? Tell
us below!

Celebrity Break-Up: ‘Bachelor
in Paradise’ Star Jordan
Kimball Confirms Split from
Jenna Cooper Amid Cheating
Reports

By Ivana Jarmon
In celebrity news, Bachelor in Paradise stars Jordan Kimball
and Jenna Copper called it quits after reports of cheating.

Kimball and Cooper met while filming BIP season 5. The
celebrity exes recently got engaged during the Tuesday,
September 11th finale. Kimball popped the question at the end
of shooting earlier this summer, and the pair gushed over
their future nuptials exclusively to UsMagazine.com. “It’ll
be a production, I can say that. Then after, it’s going to be
a big party. I’m not too crazy, but it might get crazy later,”
Kimball said. On Tuesday, Reality Steve posted text messages
of a conversation between Jenna talking to an unknown man
about her relationship with Kimball being fake. Kimball posted
on his Instagram, saying, “Fumbling emotions and being
understanding is not easy. I’ll be taking time to pursue my
inner peace and she will always have me to talk to, if you’ve
reached out to me, allow me time. Thank you to those that
have.”

In Bachelor in Paradise Jordan
Kimball and Jenna Cooper call it
quits after cheating scandal. What
are some ways to approach your
partner if you suspect infidelity?
Cupid’s Advice:
Suspecting your partner of cheating is one of the worst
feelings. Cupid has tips on how to approach your partner if
you suspect infidelity:
1. Just talk to them: Of course it’s easier said than done,
but it’s likely the fastest way of finding out. Be assertive
and honest; tell them about your thoughts and how you feel.
Stand your ground even if it hurts.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelor’ Nation Alum Ashley
Iiaconetti & Jared Haibon Respond to Kevin Wendt’s Cheating

Claims
2. Innocent until proven guilty: Stay calm, and remain in the
present. You have to be patient so that you can observe. You
have to play detective. The only way to do that is via
rational observation. It may take some time for the truth to
reveal itself, but the truth almost always comes to light.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Two Strong
Paradise’ Couples Abruptly Breakup

‘Bachelor in

3. Examine yourself: Your intuition may be right! Or, you
could be reading too much into it. So, take a long hard look
at yourself, and be honest. Do you get jealous easily? Are you
insecure about your partner’s feelings or your relationship?
Answer yourself truthfully.
What are some tips on how to approach your partner if you
suspect infidelity? Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity News: Two Strong
‘Bachelor
in
Paradise’
Couples Abruptly Break Up

By Ivana Jarmon
In latest celebrity news, Bachelor in Paradise celebrity
couples, Joe and Kendall, and Astrid and Kevin, two of the
strongest couples, broke up abruptly during Monday’s episode.
UsMagazine.com reports that Joe and Kendall were seemingly in
a good place, when he brought up engagement. Kendall freaked
out and pumped the breaks on their relationship. From there
things went downhill for the couple. Joe abruptly told Kendall
he was leaving after stating that he was in love with her and
that Kendall was looking for excuses not to be with him.
Kendall felt love, but didn’t know if she was in love with
him. Meanwhile, Astrid got blindsided by Kevin when he broke
up with her, mentioning in previous episodes that he had bad
experience in the fantasy suite, and that he felt like
something was missing between them. It’s not always love for
couples in Bachelor in Paradise.

‘Bachelor in Paradise‘ was anything

but paradise for the two couples.
What are some ways to cope with an
unexpected break-up?
Cupid’s Advice:
Unexpected break-ups at times feels like the end of the world.
Cupid has some tips on how to cope a sudden break-up:
1. Take time for yourself: Sudden break-ups often leave us
lost. This is the time to reflect, so take time for yourself.
Ask yourself what it is you want. Figure out who you are.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple:’Bachelorette’ Star Clay Harbor
Is Dating ‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Star Angela Amezcua
2. Examine the relationship: Let’s face it! You’re going to do
this no matter what. So, why not really think about your
relationship with this person. Go over the good, the bad and
the ugly. See yourself from his or her point of view. Obsess,
but don’t get stuck. In other words, give yourself permission
to grieve the loss of your relationship.
Related Link: Celebrity News:’Bachelor in Paradise’ Couple
Adam & Raven May Be Headed Toward Engagment
3. Free yourself: In the words of Elsa, “Let it go.”
easier said than done. You have been going over and over
went wrong. Or, you’re wondering what you could have
differently. You will never know, and you must make peace
that. Forgive yourself, and forgive that person who broke
heart.

It’s
what
done
with
your

What are some coping tips after a sudden break up? Share your
thoughts below.

New
Celebrity
Couple:
‘Bachelorette’
Star
Clay
Harbor Is Dating ‘Bachelor in
Paradise’ Star Angela Amezcua

By Ivana Jarmon
In celebrity news, there’s a new celebrity couple in Bachelor
Nation! According to UsMagazine.com, Clay Harbor and Angela
Amezcua are dating! Harbor confirmed their relationship via
Instagram by posting a photo of the two and including the

following caption: “What do the kids call it? Woman crush
Wednesday? Well here’s mine.” The snapshot shows the couple
embracing on Wednesday, September 5. He also took to Twitter,
included the same photo, and said, “If I had a rose to give
she would get it. Every time.” Harbor first appeared on Becca
Kufrin’s The Bachelorette season. Amezcua was first introduced
to Bachelor Nation on Nick Viall’s The Bachelor season in 2017
and then starred in season 5 of Bachelor in Paradise. Best
wishes to the happy couple!

There’s a new celebrity couple in
Bachelor Nation! What are some ways
to use your connections to find
someone to date?
Cupid’s Advice:
The dating world is tough, and it can be hard to find ideal
prospects out there. Cupid has some ways you can use your
networking skills to help your cause:
1. Happy hour at work: There’s nothing like a enjoying a cold
one with coworkers! Even though it may not be the best idea to
date someone from work, you never know who may be there from
outside of the workplace. Work friends often ask friends to
come and tag along. So, there is every possibility that you
might meet someone at a work happy hour. If you get invited,
seize the moment and go!
Related Link:
Celebrity Couple News: ‘Bachelorette’ Becca
Kufrin Is Engaged to Garrett
2. Social media it up: Check out what’s happening on your
social media! Try checking out events suggested to you on your
Facebook. You can also check out where your friends are going
and join them. It’s a great way to connect, make new friends

and maybe even get yourself a date with a lucky girl or guy.
Related Link:
Celebrity News: ‘Bachelorette’ Becca Kufrin
Feels ‘Sick’ When She Finds Out Colton Underwood Dated Friend
Tia Booth
3. Public transportation: What better way to make a connection
with someone than on a train or bus that you take every day?
The subway or Metra provides a great opportunity to strike up
a conversation with someone. There are all kinds of people on
the train. Next time you see a person reading a book you like
or happen to hear the music they’re playing, go talk to them.
You never know what may happen!
What are some other ways to use connections and networking to
your advantage when it comes to dating? Share your thoughts
below.

Celebrity News: ‘Bachelor in
Paradise’ Couple Adam & Raven
May
Be
Headed
Toward
Engagement

By Rhodesia Williams
In celebrity news, it looks like Adam Gottschalk and Raven
Gates may take their celebrity dating right into engagement.
According to UsMagazine.com, the celebrity couple met on
Season 4 of Bachelor in Paradise and have been going strong
ever since. Although the couple are now in a long distance
celebrity relationship, Gates believes “communication is key.”
She also said, “I told Adam we can’t go more than two weeks
without seeing each other because I just think that’s too long
of a time.” Besides the communication, Gottschalk’s family had
their doubts, but after getting to know Gates, it seems like
the family has given their blessing.

In this celebrity news, there may
be another engagement soon! What
are some ways to know you’re ready

for marriage?
Cupid’s Advice:
After dating your partner for a while, you start to hear those
wedding bells. How do you know when you are ready for the big
“I do?” Cupid has some advice:
1. Communication: Communication is very important. However,
Cupid isn’t referring to the selective hearing we all fall
victim to. Good communication is one of the biggest
foundations of a relationship. Expressing yourself and having
healthy conversations or arguments is important. Like the
relationship as a whole, communication is a two-way street,
and if you feel like your communication is one way, then work
on it. Better to work out the kinks now than later.
Related Link: Dating Advice: 4 Signs Your Partner Is the Right
One for You
2. Happiness: If you aren’t happy, don’t get married. Too many
times you see people getting married for every reason under
the sun except for truly being happy together. Why spend the
rest of your life unhappy? Marry someone who continuously
makes you laugh and smile, someone who’s company you enjoy;
whether you are hiding out at home with junk food and Netflix
or having a little too much fun at Dave & Busters. Your
happiness, as well as your partner’s, matters.
Related Link: Dating Advice Video: Signs of an Unhealthy
Relationship
3. Commitment: Well, without this you have nothing. Are you
guys ready to commit yourselves to each other for the rest of
your lives? Cheating and other inappropriate activities are
not right and something nobody has to put up with. If there
are issues within this aspect of the relationship, you aren’t
ready.That’s not to say things can’t get better, but this is

definitely something to work on. There is no rush when it
comes to marriage.
What are some ways you know that you are ready for marriage?
Share below.

Celebrity
Couple
News:
‘Bachelorette’
Alum
Dean
Unglert Is ‘Incredibly Happy’
Since Dating Lesley Murphy

By Jessica Gomez
In celebrity news, handsome Bachelor in Paradise alum Dean
Unglert is doing well in the love department! According to
UsMagazine.com, Unglert claims that he’s “incredibly happy”
and in a good place in life right now, best since he left the
show. And he’s thinking long-term! Unglert spoke about his new
romance with Lesley Murphy, a fellow contestant on The
Bachelor Winter Games on Tuesday. They’ve been active on
social media, liking each other’s photos — cute! The celebrity
couple also took a trip to the Sundance Film Festival in Park
City, Utah, on January 19 and were seen holding hands.

This Bachelor Nation celebrity
couple seems to be happy so far!
What are some ways to know you’ve
met your match?
Cupid’s Advice:
Being with someone new is exciting, especially when you think
they’re a great match! Cupid has some tips on how to suspect
you’ve met yours:
1. You have tons in common: It’s obviously okay to have some
differences, but when you have all that stuff you want to have
in common, it’s great. You just vibe really well. Being
interested in a lot of things builds a connection. The things
you should look out for to have in common are values, morals,
ambitions, and sense of humor!
Related Link: Shailene Woodley Makes Relationship with Rugby
Player Ben Volavola Instagram Official
2. You feel safe and comfortable with them: This is something
great to feel with someone! You feel comfortable being

yourself with them, silences aren’t awkward, and you’re just
at ease around them. You don;t feel like you’re walking on
eggshells around them. This is what you need to build a secure
home together in the long run, so this shows that there
possibly is a future with that person, which brings us to #3…
Related Link: Lady Gaga & Fiance Christian Carino Share Kiss
Backstage at Grammys 2018
3. You see a future with them: Sometimes we date Mr or Ms.
Right Now for the moment, but sometimes that “now” part
disappears. When you see a future with a person, that says
something. Yeah, sometimes we can make a mistake and think
someone is the one when they’re not — It happens. However, you
have to be able to see them fit into your future really well
if they are your perfect match. If the thought of them in your
future excites you and makes you feel like bright days are
ahead for the both of you together, then that’s a really good
sign!
What are ways you realized your partner was your perfect
match? Comment below!

‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Stars
Carly Waddell & Evan Bass
Celebrate
Celebrity
Baby
Shower

By Carly Horowitz
In latest celebrity news, Bachelor in Paradise stars Carly
Waddell and Evan Bass celebrated the upcoming birth of their
celebrity baby Isabella Evelyn Bass on the weekend of January
13, according to EOnline.com. According to many social media
posts, it looks like this celebrity couple had a blast
celebrating with their friends and family. The Bachelor
stars Julia Kinney, Kaitlyn Bristowe, and Jade Tolbert were in
attendance. Celebrity couple Carly and Evan are getting right
into starting their family since they were wed this summer in
June 2017. Best wishes to these Bachelor in Paradise stars
with their celebrity baby.

There’s a new celebrity baby ready

to enter the world! What are some
unique ways to personalize your
baby shower?
Cupid’s Advice:
Planning a baby shower is a very joyous time. In order to make
the day more memorable, unique ways to personalize your baby
shower would be beneficial:
1. Plan a unique theme: Everyone has different interests. Dig
deep to figure out what theme would best suite the mother-tobe. Be creative! Is she into music?- Rock-and-roll theme. Has
she always been a lover of the sea?- Anchors aweigh theme.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby Shower: Former ‘Bachelorette’ Ali
Fedotowsky Wears Floral Dress to Baby Shower
2. Personalized baby shower favors: Practical favors that
guests will actually use are the best. You want your guests to
use your baby shower favor in the future and be reminded of
the joyful unique gathering that occurred that day. The favors
can relate to your theme as well. Think- wine glasses with
personalized writing on them, printed mason jars, glass
coasters, etc.
Related Link: Famous Couple Nick Lachey and Vanessa Minnillo
Celebrate Second Celebrity Baby Shower
3. Games!: Adults need to get into the spirit of a young child
while celebrating the upcoming birth of a newborn. What better
way to do so then channeling their inner kid and playing some
fun party games! There are many popular baby shower games that
are already established and you can look into them to see
which games seem as if they will best fit the mother-to-be. If
you are creative enough to make up a new unique baby shower
game, do so! Get those creative child-like juices flowing.

Have input on how you made your baby shower special and
unique? Comment below!

Celebrity
Baby
News:
‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Couple
Carly Waddell & Evan Bass
Reveal Name of Baby-to-Be

By Jessica Gomez

Celebrity couple Carly Waddell and Evan Bass, Bachelor in
Paradise alums, revealed the name of their first child-to-be,
via Instagram Sunday, according to UsMagazine.com. The
celebrity baby‘s name will be Isabella! “Evan and I are SO
EXCITED to reveal our little angels name on the sweetest new
born blanket from @shophighway3!” Waddell said on Instagram
under an adorable photo of her and Bass standing next to the
baby’s crib. “Her full name will be Isabella (Bella for short)
Evelyn Bass, and we love her so much already! Can’t believe in
about one month we will be wrapping her up in this soft,
cuddly little number!” she continued.

This celebrity baby news is great
to hear! What are some ways to
compromise with your partner on
baby names?
Cupid’s Advice:
Choosing your baby’s name is exciting, but can also be a bit
tedious considering you and your partner should be in
agreement with the name chosen. Cupid has some advice on how
to get on the same page when it comes to the name of your tiny
loved one:
1. Try using a compromising tool online: Babynamester.com has
this tool, along with many suggested baby names for you and
your partner to check out. The way it works is you enter the
sex of the baby, then you and your partner each type in what
your top baby names are. Next, you choose which one you each
like best from your partner’s list. And lastly, the site
generates a long list of combined baby name preferences. Try
it and see if it may work for you!
Related Link: Khloe Kardashian Plans to Give Birth in

Cleveland
2. The Middle Name: One of you can choose the first name and
the other one can choose the middle name. Many couples
compromise in this manner. Although, choosing the first name
is most likely ideal for both parties, the middle name is the
one that gives the name uniqueness considering that not
everyone has a a middle name, and on top of that, a middle
name is a nice differentiating addition to a first name.
Related Link: Fall Out Boy’s Pete Wentz Expecting Baby Girl
with Meagan Camper
3. Combine the names: This isn’t always possible, but it
sometimes is. You can create a beautiful, unique name! For
example in the hit Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn, Bella (played
by Kristen Stewart) combined the names she and her husband
Edward (played by Robert Pattinson) liked: Renee (Bella’s
mom’s name) and Esme (Edward’s mom’s name), resulting in the
name Renesmee.
What are some ways you and your partner or a couple you know
compromised during the baby naming process? Share below!

Celebrity Break-Up: Corinne
Olympios Is Single Again
After
Announcing
New
Relationship

By Karley Kemble
Just two weeks after announcing her new relationship, Corinne
Olympios is back on the market. The former Bachelor hopeful
was dating a Los Angeles area relator, but the pair has
endured a celebrity break-up, reports UsMagazine.com. This
celebrity news is a shock to fans, as Olympios said things
were going well when she first spoke out about her now-ex. The
reality star apparently in good spirits about her current
relationship status, and shared the qualities she’s hoping to
find in a future partner: “I’m just looking for someone who’s,
like, chill and relaxed, supportive, cool,” she said. “We
don’t need to rush into anything.” Hang in there, Corinne!

Corinne Olympios just went through

another celebrity break-up very
soon
after
announcing
her
relationship. What are some ways to
know if your new relationship will
last?
Cupid’s Advice:
When you begin a relationship, there’s always an element of
uncertainty. Sometimes, you just know when somebody’s going to
be around for longer than a few dates. Here’s what Cupid has
to say:
1. They’re eager to be with you: Everyone’s busy to some
extent. However, it is important to recognize the difference
between not having time and making time. If your partner seems
super eager to spend a lot of time with you, and never (or
very, very seldom) postpones plans, that is very telling! Even
better: when the time they want to spend with you is
thoughtful or seemingly mundane (i.e. offering to tag along
with you while you run errands.)
Related Link: Celebrity News: Find Out What Corinne Olympios
Remembers from Night of ‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Incident
2. They take a genuine interest in your life: When others
might brush you off and seem indifferent about something small
that excites you, your new partner shares the new excitement
with you. They love hearing you talk about the details of your
life – big and small. The same goes for you, too. If you’re
excited to learn all there is to know about them, you might
just have yourself a lasting relationship!
Related Link: Celebrity News: Controversial ‘Bachelor’ Alum
Corinne Olympios is Headed to ‘Bachelor in Paradise’

3. They listen (and remember!): We can all tell if somebody is
actively listening and genuinely caring. Perhaps you mentioned
something in passing, and they bring it up later. That’s a
really, really good sign! It shows that they care about you
and all that you have to offer!
How could you tell if your relationship was going to last?
Comment below – we’d love to hear from you!

Celebrity
News:
Inside
‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Stars
Raven
Gates
&
Adam
Gottschalk’s Relationship

By Ashleigh Underwood
While she may not have gotten the fairy tale ending during her
run on The Bachelor, Raven Gates has surely found love this
time around. According to E! Online, Gates and boyfriend Adam
Gottschalk met on this season of Bachelor in Paradise and have
not let their spark fade away since. Ever since the season
ended, the celebrity couple have posted several photos
together on Instagram documenting their amazing time together.
In one caption, Gates wrote of Gottschalk, saying, “my ride or
die.”

In
celebrity
news,
this Bachelor Nation couple is
still going strong. What are some
ways to continue building the
strong
foundation
of
your

relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Keeping a relationship strong and healthy, takes a lot of
work. There need to be a solid foundation built if there is
any hope of continuing on. Here a few ways to strengthen your
romantic foundation:
1. Communicate: The only way to build a relationship with
someone is to talk with them. Get to know who they are, what
they like and don’t like, who their family is, and tell them
all the same things about yourself. In order to have a strong
relationship with someone, you have to know them and be able
to accept them as they are.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Star
Danielle Lombard Says Dean Unglert Was ‘Encouraged to Cut Ties
2. Explore: Once you know more about your partner, go out with
them and see for yourself who they are. If they enjoy sports,
go to a game with them and really see them in their element.
Not only is it important to do things together that you enjoy,
but it lets you see more of their personality in action.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Spoiler Alert! ‘Bachelor in
Paradise’ Stars Derek Peth & Taylor Nolan Are Engaged
3. Work: One of the simplest things you can do in a
relationship to help it grow, is to work for it. Make an
effort to show them you care and that you want it to work.
Doing the little things, like cooking dinner one night or
surprising them with a gift you know they’d love, just
continues to build on that romantic foundation that you two
have.
How do you build up your relationship? Comment below!

Celebrity News: ‘Bachelor in
Paradise’
Star
Danielle
Lombard Says Dean Unglert Was
‘Encouraged’ to Cut Ties

By Melissa Lee
Is there ever a time where there isn’t a ton of drama in
Bachelor Nation? Bachelor in Paradise star Danielle Lombard
recently disclosed some juicy celebrity news. In a recent
interview, she says that Dean Unglert, who simultaneously

dated Lombard and Kristina Shulman during the show, was
encouraged to cut ties with Lomboard in the finale of the
show. Unglert, who originally found interest in Schulman, flip
flopped between the two girls this season. According
to UsMagazine.com, Lombard says that Unglert is infamous for
constantly changing his mind, and relationships are no
exception. She further disclosed that the producers of the
show make it seem like there’s always a greater opportunity to
meet someone new and connect with somebody else. Sounds fishy!

This celebrity news continues the
‘Bachelor in Paradise’ drama from
the most recent season. What are
some ways to know if you’re
respected by your S.O. in a
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Dean is definitely looking sketchy after the nation
him mess around with both Danielle and Kristina. This
situation is totally unfair — in order to prevent
disrespected by your significant other, check out
advice:

watched
kind of
getting
Cupid’s

1. Communicate often: If you’re speculating that your partner
is being dishonest, the best way to figure that out is through
communication. If they aren’t communicating with you very
often, or they don’t seem super serious about your
relationship, it may be a cause for concern. Sit your
significant other down and talk everything out — after all,
it’s better to be safe than sorry.
Related Link: Reality TV Update: Andi Dorfman Is ‘Excited’ to

See Arie Luyendyk Jr. as New Star of ‘The Bachelor’
2. Talk to your friends: Though sometimes it’s better to avoid
the opinions others have on your relationship, this may be a
time where you should lean on their advice. If your friends or
loved ones have been around you and your partner, ask them how
they feel about them. Do they think they’re disrespectful? Or
do they think you two go well together? Take their thoughts
into consideration.
Related Link: Reality TV Star Dean Unglert Talks About
‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Love Triangle
3. Listen to your gut: At the end of the day, your instincts
will never guide you in the wrong direction. If you truly feel
that something’s off, don’t torture yourself by being in a
toxic relationship. When it comes down to it, the relationship
may not be meant to be, and that’s completely okay.
What are some of your tips for figuring out if you’re being
disrespected in your relationship? Share your thoughts below.

Reality TV Star Dean Unglert
Talks About ‘Bachelor in
Paradise’ Love Triangle

By Ashleigh Underwood
Finding love isn’t easy, even for Bachelor in Paradise
contestants. As reported by People.com, during this season’s
competition, reality TV star Dean Unglert found himself in the
middle of a love triangle. He initially pursued a relationship
with Kristina Schulman and then showed interest in Danielle
Lombard, ultimately leading them both on. Schulman eventually
took herself out of the game, allowing Unglert to continue his
celebrity relationship with Lombard. While filming Monday’s
finale episode, the reality TV star admitted that he hurt both
women throughout the show. “Watching it all play back, it
makes me realize that I need to change a lot of things about
myself before I can actually pursue a relationship,” he
shared. “It sucks to come to that realization that what you’ve
been doing is just not right. To see how deeply upset Danielle
and Kristina both were, it hurt.”

Dean

Unglert

realized

that

he

needed to change after viewers saw
him involved in a reality TV love
triangle. What are some ways to
make sure you’re ready for a
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
As Unglert learned, starting a relationship can be stressful.
If you are unsure whether or not you’re ready
to begin something new, answer the three questions below:
1. Are you comfortable with yourself? A big part of dating is
joining together two lives: your’s and your partner’s. Before
you commit to a relationship, make sure you’re happy with who
you are and the life you’re living. As they say, you must love
yourself first.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelorette’ Castoff Dean
Unglert Still Isn’t Speaking to Father After Emotional Reunion
2. Are you a good communicator? In order to make a
relationship work, you have to communicate. When an issue
arises, the two of you need to be able to work it out in a
healthy way. Make sure you are ready to talk openly and
honestly with your partner.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-up: ‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Star
Amanda Stanton Opens Up About Her Split From Robby Hayes
3. Have you moved on from your past? If you hope to move
forward in a relationship, you need to let go of the past. You
cannot be focused on your previous dating experiences and how
they ended up. All you can do is learn from your past and
concentrate on the present.

Cupid wants to know: How did you know that you were ready for
a new relationship?

Celebrity Break-Up: ‘Bachelor
in Paradise’ Star Amanda
Stanton Opens Up About Her
Split from Robby Hayes

By Melissa Lee
Looks like there’s trouble in paradise! Bachelor in Paradise

star Amanda Stanton recently spilled details about her
celebrity break-up from Robby Hayes. EOnline.com reported
that, following their brief reality TV romance, the former
celebrity couple attempted to make their relationship work in
the real world. Hayes asked Stanton to be his girlfriend but
continued to go out with his friends and go MIA for multiple
days at a time. Stanton has taken a mature position following
their celebrity break-up, saying that she doesn’t blame him
for anything and wishes him the best.

Amanda Stanton is staying positive
after her latest celebrity breakup. How can you keep a good
attitude following a split?
Cupid’s Advice:
Break-ups can be super tough, so props to this reality TV
star for staying positive and moving on! If you find yourself
struggling to keep a good attitude after a split, check out
Cupid’s advice below:
1. Be nice: Although you may want to talk badly about your
ex, it’s better to be nice and keep a positive mindset. Wish
them the best and move forward instead of focusing on the past
and starting drama. The cliche “fake it ’til you make it” is
true: If you think only good things about your ex and your
former relationship, you’ll eventually begin to believe them!
Related Link: Celebrity News: Spoiler Alert! ‘Bachelor in
Paradise’ Stars Derek Peth & Taylor Nolan Are Engaged
2. Focus on yourself: Instead of wondering what your ex is
doing or being sad about the break-up, use it as ammunition to
better yourself. You have the power to make any situation
better, and if you do things to positively impact your own

life, you won’t be as concerned with the split. Start a new
workout routine, focus on your career, or make an effort to
spend more time with your friends.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Peter Kraus Speaks Out About
Arie Luyendyk Jr. Becoming ‘The Bachelor’
3. Unfollow your ex: Unfollowing your
media can be extremely cleansing. If
with who they’re with or what they’re
for you to stay positive. Out of sight,

former lover
you’re less
doing, it’ll
out of mind,

on social
concerned
be easier
right?

What are some of your tips for staying positive after a breakup? Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity
News:
Spoiler
Alert! ‘Bachelor in Paradise’
Stars Derek Peth & Taylor
Nolan Are Engaged

By Ashleigh Underwood
This season, Bachelor in Paradise has fulfilled its goal of
helping its contestants find love. In latest celebrity news,
Derek Peth and Taylor Nolan have decided to continue their
romance
and
have
gotten
engaged!
According
to
UsMagazine.com, the celebrity couple engagement came out of
the blue on Wednesday, August, 30. With a Neil Lane ring, Peth
popped the question during a taping of Bachelor in Paradise’s
after-show.

This celebrity news comes before
this
season
of
Bachelor
in
Paradise is even complete! What are
some ways to keep your engagement
on the down-low until the right

time?
Cupid’s Advice:
Getting engaged is a big and important step in a relationship.
However, you may not be ready to share your big news with
everyone around you. Here are a few ways to keep your new
status quiet until the right time:
1. Stay off social media: When you and your partner get
engaged, it’s only natural to commemorate the event with
photos. While you may be tempted to share photos or post
subtle clues about your relationship, don’t. Social media is
the easiest way for your news to spread, whether or not you’re
ready for it.
Related Link: Is Your Boyfriend Hopping Around the Big
Question?
2. Don’t show off your ring: If you and your partner
keep your relationship on the down-low, it is best
your ring. Your ring is a dead giveaway. So, when you
in public it is best to keep it hidden, or take
altogether.

want to
to hide
are out
it off

Related Link: Celebrity New: ‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Premiere
Addresses DeMario Jackson & Corinne Olympios Scandal
3. Make it a private event: When people get engaged, it seems
only nature to make a grand gesture. However, when you are
trying to keep things quiet, it is best to keep your proposal
simple and private. Instead of proposing at a big event, opt
for an intimate dinner or romantic night in.
How did you keep your engagement on the down-low? Comment
below!

Celebrity
Break-Up:
Nick
Viall Says He Still Loves
Vanessa Grimaldi Post-Split

By Melissa Lee
It seems like there’s always drama in Bachelor Nation, and
this week is no exception. After season 21 Bachelor Nick Viall
and Vanessa Grimaldi announced their split last week, Viall
broke his silence regarding the situation. “I still love her
very much. I’m not afraid to say that,” Viall admitted at the
Wrangler by Peter Max line debut party. According to

UsMagazine.com, he wants to stay friends with Grimaldi,
despite the difficulty of the separation.

This celebrity break-up really
wasn’t that shocking. What are some
ways to know you’re not a good
match with someone?
Cupid’s Advice:
Heartbreak is real, but it comes as a result of realizing the
person you’re dating just isn’t for you. If you’re wondering
whether or not your partner is a good match, check out some of
Cupid’s advice below:
1. Differences and similarities: Although they say opposites
attract, there is such a thing as too many differences. If it
gets to a point where you realize that the differences between
you two are starting to take a toll on your relationship (and
result in frequent arguments), it might be a sign that you’re
not the best match. Differences in morals, attitudes, and
personalities can be an on-going conflict in relationships, so
make sure to pay attention.
Related Link: Single Celebrity: Bachelor’s Ashley Iaconetti
Isn’t Interested in ‘Random Dates’
2. Comfort level: Ideally, you would like to feel completely
comfortable around your significant other, right? But… what if
this isn’t the case, and you can’t imagine yourself ever
getting particularly comfortable around them? This would be a
cause for concern. Your partner should be someone that never
judges you, so if you feel like this isn’t the case, it may be
something you need to think about.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: George & Amal Clooney

Enjoy Date Night in Lake Como
3. Think forward: Do you see yourself having a future with
this person? If you are dating seriously, it’s important to
think forward about whether or not you think things will last.
If they have qualities that you personally don’t want in a
longterm partner, this could be a sign that you two aren’t a
great match. Although it’s fun to casually date as well, you
need to keep in mind what you would like to get out of the
relationship.
How do you know someone you’re dating isn’t a good match for
you? Leave your thoughts below.

Celebrity Baby: ‘Bachelor in
Paradise’ Stars Jade Roper &
Tanner Tolbert Reveal Baby
Girl’s Name

By Marissa Donovan
This Bachelor in Paradise couple have released their
daughter’s name! According to UsMagazine.com, the Reality
TV stars named their daughter Emerson Avery Tolbert and have
given her the nickname Emmy. Roper posted a photo of her
newborn daughter on her Instagram, while also promoting her
baby blanket from Highway 3. This celebrity mom is already
showering her baby with love!

This celebrity baby name is super
cute! What are some ways to
compromise about baby names with
your partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
Coming up with your child’s name is a team effort as parents.
There may be some baby names that you and your partner may not

agree on, but here are some ways you can compromise:
1. Create nicknames: If your partner chooses a name, create
nicknames by shortening the name. This way you will have a
special name for your bundle of joy.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: ‘Bachelor in Paradise’
Stars Jade Roper & Tanner Tolbert Welcome Baby Daughter
2. Call dibs on your next child’s name: As silly as this
suggestion may sound, make an agreement with your partner that
you will name or let your partner name the next child that you
have. If you only plan on having one child, make a deal to
name the next family pet!
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: ‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Couple
Jade Roper & Tanner Tolbert Tie the Knot
3. Realize it’s one of the many battles: Picking a name for
your child might be one of the many disagreements you have
while parenting together. Since this might be one of the many
battles, wait for one that you may feel more passionate about.
What are some cute baby names? Leave your favorites in the
comments!

Celebrity
Baby
News:
‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Stars
Jade Roper & Tanner Tolbert

Welcome Baby Daughter

By Marissa Donovan
More baby news from another Bachelor in Paradise couple has
been released! Jade Roper and Tanner Tolbert are now are
celebrity parents to their newborn baby girl. According to
EOnline.com, their daughter weighed in at 6 lbs., 8.8 oz. and
20 inches long. The Reality TV stars were not expecting their
child until September, but their bundle of joy was born August
17, 2017 at 10:03 a.m. Congratulations to the happy parents!

In
this
celebrity
baby
news, Bachelor Nation has grown by

one! What are some ways to prepare
your relationship for a first
child?
Cupid’s Advice:
Getting ready for a first child can be exciting for you and
your partner. Here are some ways you can prepare for your
newest family member:
1. Plan a baby budget: For the first few months of having your
first child, plan a budget that you and your partner believe
is reasonable for your baby. Decide how much you want to spend
on baby food and diapers and other accessories the baby may
need. Planning a budget will keep you burden free of spending
habits.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: ‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Couple
Jade Roper & Tanner Tolbert Tie the Knot
2. Install a car seat: Find a car seat that would be safe for
your baby and affordable for your price range. Keep in mind
that you will most likely upgrade once your child becomes
older!
Related Link: ‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Celebrity Couple Jade
Roper & Tanner Tolbert Reveal Romantic Wedding Date
3. Ask family for help: It never hurts to have extra hands
helping you prepare for your first child. Ask your parents and
your partner’s parents for suggestions on how you can get
ready for your new baby!
How can you get ready for a first child? Let us know in the
comments!

Celebrity News: ‘Bachelor in
Paradise’ Stars Carly Waddell
& Evan Bass Discuss Surprise
Pregnancy

By Marissa Donovan
Carly Waddell and Evan Bass recently revealed that their newly
announced pregnancy was a surprise for the Reality TV couple.
According to UsMagazine.com, Waddell took a pregnancy test in
Mexico right after they wed, and the couple was first confused

by the result because neither of them knew Spanish.
The Bachelor in Paradise stars did not have cameras filming
their happy discovery. The couple will find out the sex of
their celebrity baby soon!

In this celebrity news, this
pregnancy
definitely
wasn’t
planned! What are some ways to help
your partner cope with a surprise
pregnancy?
Cupid’s Advice:
Pregnancy news can change the dynamic of your relationship,
especially if it the news comes as a surprise for the both of
you. Here are some ways you can help your partner during a
surprise pregnancy:
1. Consider possible outcomes: No matter how you and your
partner handle the news, you should think about the options
you have as a couple and the outcomes each option has. Picking
one option that you and your partner agree on can keep the
situation less stressful.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Carly Waddell and Evan Bass
Are Expecting
2. Be supportive: Stick by your partner’s side. The news may
be a shock to the both of you, but it’s important to let them
know everything will work out as long as you have each other!
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: ‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Stars
Evan Bass & Carly Waddell Are Married
3. Ask if they want extra help: As much as we want to be our
partner’s go-to person, it’s sometimes nice to have extra help

from family or friends when handling a life changing
situation. Ask them if they would like their parents to help
get ready for the baby, or a friend to see if they can help
out in any way.
Will Carly and Evan have a boy or a girl? Let us know what you
think in the comments!

Celebrity News: ‘Bachelor in
Paradise’ Premiere Addresses
DeMario Jackson & Corinne
Olympios Scandal

By Melissa Lee
You must have been living under a rock to not have heard about
the serious drama surrounding this season of Bachelor In
Paradise. After Corinne Olympios accused co-star DeMario
Jackson of sexual assault, the premiere of season four was a
must-watch to see how the show would handle the incident. In
celebrity news, according to People.com, host Chris Harrison
immediately addressed the show’s decision to suspend
production, claiming that it was a stressful and emotional
time for the cast and crew. The rest of the two-hour opener
showed Jackson and Olympios quickly bonding, drinking, and
getting physical together. By the end of the episode, filming
was suddenly halted as producers pulled the two aside. Be sure
to watch the next episode of Bachelor In Paradise to find out
what happens!

This celebrity news is totally full

of drama. What are some ways to
keep
drama
out
of
your
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
This story has been filled with ups and downs, keeping us on
the edge of our seat. With the constant drama going on,
Corinne and DeMarco must feel their heads spinning. If you’re
looking to keep drama out of your relationship, check out some
tips from Cupid:
1. Forget social media: At the end of the day, it’s important
to remember that your relationship solely consists of you and
your sweetheart. When we’re always posting on social media, an
opportunity for people to criticize or create drama can most
definitely arise. If you want to avoid drama, try to lessen
your social media appearance by skipping out on constantly
posting.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelorette’ Rachel Lindsay
Picks Her Man in Finale
2. Keep it casual: Don’t rush into anything serious,
especially when the relationship is relatively new. Go at your
own pace and keep things casual until they naturally become
steady. If you or your lover are putting pressure on the
relationship to make things serious (for example, moving in
together or meeting the family too soon), this can create
problems and that unwanted drama.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: ‘Bachelor’ Alum Vienna
Girardi Miscarries Twin Girls
3. Keep the exes out of it: This should be a given for any
healthy relationship, but be sure to keep your exes far away.
Regardless of the circumstances, having your ex-lover as a

consistent person in your life can only be trouble. It can
spark trust issues, infidelities, and overall uncomfortable
vibes that should just be avoid altogether.
What are some of the ways you keep drama out of your
relationship? Leave your thoughts below.

Celebrity
Couple
News:
‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Star
Amanda Stanton Opens Up About
Dating Robby Hayes

By Marissa Donovan
Are Bachelor in Paradise stars Amanda Stanton and Robby Hayes
more than a Reality TV show fling? It seems like there’s
something happening between the celebrity couple! According to
UsMagazine.com, Stanton was asked if she left the show
engaged, and she shared that she couldn’t say. She did share
that her co-star is very sweet and that he has not met her two
daughters yet. We can’t wait to see what happens between these
two!

This celebrity couple news is
definitely forecasting for the new
season of Bachelor in Paradise.
What are some ways to know when
it’s time to introduce your kids to

your partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
Introducing your kids to your partner may be the next step in
your relationship. Here are some signs to prove that you’re
ready:
1. Your friends already know him: If your friends already know
them and approve, then it’s probably time for your kids to
meet your special someone. You can even invite your friends to
help you introduce your partner to your kids for extra
support.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up? ‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Stars
Amanda Stanton & Robby Hayes Are Still Dating Despite Rumors
2. He’s naturally liked around everyone: Acceptance of your
partner by others is a factor to consider when letting them
meet your kids. Although not everyone has to be their biggest
fan, it can set the stage for whether your kids will like them
as well.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple? ‘Bachelor in Paradise’
Stars Amanda Stanton & Robby Hayes Spark Romance Rumors
3. He’s excited
excited to meet
your children is
and your partner

to meet your family: If your partner seems
those close to you, then obviously meeting
the right way to go. Make plans for your kids
to meet soon.

Do you think Amanda Stanton is engaged? Let us know in the
comments!

Celebrity Baby News: Carly
Waddell and Evan Bass Are
Expecting

By Marissa Donovan
Bachelor in Paradise stars just released some exciting news!
Just recently, Carly Waddell and Evan Bass got married, but
now the couple are expecting their first child as new
celebrity parents! According to UsMagazine.com, their due date
is predicted for February 2018.

This
celebrity
baby
news
is
exciting for this happy reality
TV show couple! How can you plan
for an upcoming baby shower as a
couple?
Cupid’s Advice:
Traditionally, a close friend may plan your baby shower for
you, but maybe you want to shake things up by having you and
your partner plan the celebration. Here’s how you and your
partner can celebrate your upcoming baby shower:
1. Pick a playful theme based on your nursery: Based on what
you both think would be cute for a nursery, plan your baby
shower theme around the theme. If you have a under the sea
theme, then find or create decorations that would be cute for
your party!
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: ‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Stars
Evan Bass & Carly Waddell Are Married
2. Make a registry list together: Go on website or visit a
store that has items that you would like for your baby. You
and your partner can pick based on the theme and what’s
affordable for your baby shower guests.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby: Ali Fedotowsky Says She’s Ready
to Be Pregnant Again
3. Pick a venue: As a couple, decide where you would like
to celebrate your baby shower. Your location could be at your
house or at a restaurant near by. Make sure your location has
availability for the date and time you decide to have your
shower!

Would you plan a baby shower with your partner? Let us know in
the comments!

Celebrity Break-Up? ‘Bachelor
in Paradise’ Stars Amanda
Stanton & Robby Hayes Are
Still Dating Despite Rumors

By Melissa Lee
Could there be trouble in Paradise? Despite rumors of Robby

Hayes being spotted with another girl, UsMagazine.com reported
that this meant nothing when it comes to his relationship with
Amanda Stanton. False rumors on social media led people to
believe that Hayes had taken a mystery girl to a Zac Brown
Band concert, which then led to a celebrity break-up with
girlfriend and Bachelor in Paradise co-star Amanda Stanton.
The celebrity couple starting dating when they were filming
season four of the show.

There’s no celebrity break-up where
these rumors came from! What are
some ways to keep rumors from
affecting your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Rumors come and go, but you should never let them affect your
relationship, especially if there’s no truth to them. Luckily,
this couple was able to move past these apparent cheating
rumors. If you have a hard time preventing rumors impacting
your relationship, check out some of these tips:
1. Talk it out: If you’ve heard a rumor about your partner,
the best thing to do is to simply communicate with them. Try
your hardest not to be angry or upset, but rather calmly talk
it out and ask where these allegations came from. At that
point, it’s up to you whether or not to believe them, but
above all, it’s best not to jump to conclusions.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Taylor Swift & BF Joe
Alwyn Go on Double Date with Blake Lively & Ryan Reynolds
2. Keep the relationship private: If you’ve found that rumors
and other people continue to have a negative impact on your
relationship, maybe you should start keeping your personal
life on the down low. By having a more low-key romance, you’re

less likely to even deal with rumors or allegations.
Related Link: Celebrity Exes: Miranda Lambert Didn’t Want A
Breakup Album About Blake Shelton
3. Move forward: At the end of the day, if you know the rumors
circulating you and your partner are false, you two should
just keep moving forward with your lives. Don’t pay the lies
any attention. You shouldn’t have to prove anything to anyone,
especially if you’re already aware that there’s no truth to
any of the rumors.
What are some of your tips for dealing with relationship
rumors? Leave your thoughts below.

